
No Contracts, No Limitations,
Zero Fees, $150 a Month

PAINT IT



Our Vision

Tim.tools was created to give every shop 
better control, awareness, and the  
understanding of the materials they 
purchase to obtain their Material Gross 
Profit. Tim is not just “inventory control” 
— it gives the shop the ability to make 
money.

We also wanted the shop to have secured 
purchasing data and history that belongs to 
them. Tim Shops OWN their data exclusively.

1) Tim strives to have a simple, updated, 
and easy-to-use web-based program that 
every shop and distributor can utilize daily 
to help many aspects of their business.

2) We created login security and multiple 
access levels for the Shop and Suppliers to 
secure the data; Tim does not share pricing, 
purchasing, or any private information to 
any manufacturer or distributor.

3) Tim has no contracts, no minimum 
purchases by a specific manufacturer, no 
limits to items in inventory, and no 
penalties for using multiple manufacturers.



Web Ordering

Send web-based orders to purchase all of 
the shop’s liquids, dry goods, detail 
supplies, and equipment needed to 
complete every repair job in the shop.

2) Tablet

1) Phone

3) Computer



3rd Party Invoices

1)   Non-Included items are checked out or 
assigned to Repair Orders (Estimator or 
Body Tech)

2) Recovery Kits can be created for 
frequently used repair procedures

3)   Miscellaneous Items can be added for 
recovery

4) All Items added have a proof of 
purchase, No Insurance Fraud!



Tim Scoreboard

Utilize the Tim Scoreboard to follow 
purchase and usage information in one 
place:

• Material Purchases

• Material Usage by Tech

• Materials Sold / Recovered



Material Gross Profit

Maintain gross profit $ by ordering, 

assigning, and tracking all the materials 

in the shop

“red” 



Organized and Labeled
Organization is important, every item the 
shops uses should have a dedicated spot in 
the material inventory area.

Each item should be barcoded and clearly 
labeled with a description with the 
minimum Quantity to keep on the shelf.
Tim can support any organization method 
that the shop is currently using.  Cabinets, 
Shelves, Bins, Bakers Racks, or a 
combination of these.
Tim also has an extensive install check off 
list in our Knowledge Base, and we can 
help shops make purchasing decisions for 
what is needed.



Contact us for more 
information or to 
sign up

1517 E 7th Ave, Tampa, FL 33605

(813) 995-4597

info@tim.tools

PAINT IT


